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Abstract 
Guided waves had been studied for a long time. However, most of all were the kind of Love. And the studying of 
Rayleigh guided waves are not enough. Rayleigh guided waves which have two components are more complicated 
than Love guided waves that have only one component. This paper started from elastic theorem, derived the 
dispersive equation due to the idea model. And through programming computing, the dispersive characters of 
symmetry and dissymmetry models are obtained, which made some theorem basis for using Rayleigh guided waves 
in coal field. 
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Instruction 
Since the mid-period of 20th century, guided waves were discovered in coal mining. In the following 
decades, people got familiar with one kind of the guided wave, Love guided wave. And in the 1990s, 
guided waves method (channel wave prospecting) had been applied in coal mining [1][2]. Due to the 
guided structure, the guided waves have the characters of strong energy, lower attenuation and long 
propagating distance. According to the mechanism of the guided waves, always the guided waves take 
rich message of the guided structure, such as formations, lithology, aquosity, etc al. Thus, the guided 
waves have much potential in practice. Nowadays, the researches about guided waves are not only in coal 
filed, but also presented in other fields, such as fault trapped guided waves, volcano eruptions, etc al. 
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1. Coal seam model 
Fig. 1. AVO inversion process 
2. Derivation of the dispersive equation 
The Rayleigh guided wave has two components, passive component and shear component. Due to the 
elastic theory, we get the elementary solution as below: 
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The function ( , , )x z tM stands for the passive function, and the function ( , , )x z t\  stands for the 
shear function. The two functions both satisfied the respective elastic wave function. Combing with 
equation (1), (2) and elastic wave functions, we got: 
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Solving the 2th partial differential equation, there are: 
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Among this equation: 
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Since the Equation (5) & (6) are the general solution for the Equation (3) & (4), they satisfy all the layers 
in the simply coal model we just built (Fig. 1). Then the potential functions of each layer can be written as 
below: 
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According to the elastic wave theory, the vertical and horizontal displacements and stress of the 
particles at the interfaces can be stated as Equation (8): 
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While the Rayleigh guided wave propagating in the guided structure, the displacements and stress at the 
interfaces should be continued, which is due to the elastic wave theory. So, there are 8 boundary 
conditions as Equation (9): 
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Combing with Equation (8) and (9), we can get Equation (10) ~ (17): 
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Equations (10) to (17) are the dispersive equation of Rayleigh guided wave. If we want the equations 
making un-trivial solutions, which being equal to that at least one of the coefficients (A, B, C, D, E, F, G 
and H) is un-trivial. Thus, we got the determinant Equation (18): 
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And this is the dispersive equation of Rayleigh guided wave for the three layers simple coal model. 
3. Theory computation 
According to the characters of some coal mines, we constructed the modeling parameters as Table 1: 
Table 1. Model parameters 
Wall rock 1 Coal seam Wall rock 2 
Model name PV
(m/s)
S
(m/s)
V d
(m)
U
(g/
cm3)
PV
(m/s)
S
(m/
s)
V d
(m)
U
(g/
cm3)
PV V d
(m/s)
S
(m/s) (m)
U
(g/
cm3)
Symmetry a 2808 1800 f f2.5 2268 900 1.5 1.25 2808 1800 2.5
Un-
symmetry 
b 2808 1800 f 2.5 2268 900 1.5 1.25 3870 2025 f 3.0
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Through programming with C++ & matcom, we got the solutions of Equation (18), which the 
frequency was between 0 and 1000HZ. The highest stage was 5th. The dispersive curves were drawn as 
Fig. 2. In the figures, the lowest stage was on the left, following the highest stage on the right. At the 
same time, we computed and drew the group velocities curves in red lines below the respective phase 
velocities.  
Fig. 2.  Theoretical dispersive curves of phase and group velocity in five stages 
4. Conclusion 
Started with elastic wave theory, this paper deduced the dispersive equation of Rayleigh guided wave 
in three layers model, and the model was built on the basis of coal seams. Comparing with the equations 
already being, the equation we got in this paper was more stable and robustness. Through the equation, 
we are able to computing arbitrary models with arbitrary parameters, and we would get more than one 
stage phase velocity at the same time. This made the theory basis for the application of Rayleigh guided 
wave in coal field. 
Through programming, we computed two group models dispersive curves respective the symmetry 
and the un-symmetry models, proving the stable of the equation. This made the basic condition for the 
following research in Rayleigh guided wave. 
The following research will focus on the three respects: the first, dispersive characters changing as the 
parameters of the each layer changing, getting to know the regularity; the second, extracting the 
dispersive characters form the Rayleigh guided wave synthetic records by the FT method, comparing with 
the respective characters in this paper; the third, application in practice, analyzing the practice record, 
predicting the coal seams structures, serving for the coal mining. 
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